
Axion Monodromy

The axion periodicity can be lifted 

via brane coupling [Silverstein, Westphal ’08];[McAllister, Silverstein, Westphal ’08]; …, 

or flux potential [Marchesano, GS, Uranga ’14];[Blumenhagen, Plauschinn ’14];
[Hebecker, Kraus, Witowski, ’14];[McAllister, Silverstein, Westphal, Wrase ’14]; …



Axion Monodromy Inflation

Combine chaotic inflation and 
natural inflationIdea:

The axion periodicity is lifted, allowing for super-Planckian 
displacements. The UV corrections to the potential should 
still be constrained by the underlying symmetry.
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The axion periodicity is lifted, allowing for super-Planckian 
displacements. The UV corrections to the potential should 
still be constrained by the underlying symmetry



Axion Monodromy

A 5-brane wrapping the 2-cycle breaks 
the axion shift symmetry:

Two sources of shift symmetry breaking:


1. NP effects → discrete symmetry (no monodromy)


2. Periodicity lifting effects (monodromy)

In earlier axion monodromy models (e.g. [McAllister, Silverstein and Westphal]),

a wrapped brane was used to lift the axion periodicity.
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Axion Monodromy

Challenges in realizing monodromy w/ branes:


η problem ⇒ NS5-branes (not D5-branes)


Gauss’s law ⇒  NS5 wrapping “homologous" cycles.


Brane annihilation ⇒ NS5 and NS5 at different warped throats


Backreaction [Conlon] ⇒ whole system embedded into another throat.
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NS5-brane

anti-NS5-brane

Fig. 5.12. The integral of the two-form C
2

over a two-cycle ⌃
2

defines the c axion.
In the presence of a wrapped NS5-brane this develops a monodromy. An anti-NS5-
brane is required by Gauss’s law on the compact space. The entire configuration
should be situated in a warped region, and have a distant orientifold image (not
shown). In the lower figure, the two-cycles are represented by circles.

other hand, the presence of sources of positive or negative energy (such as
fluxes and D-branes) leads to terms in the scalar potential that depend on

physical volumes, and are proportional to powers of eK / V�2. Because
the potential energy therefore depends on both T + T̄ + �b2 and T , the
flat direction along which b shifts is lifted. One finds that the canonically-
normalized field obtained from b has ⌘ ⇠ 1, so that inflation does not
generically occur.
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carries non-vanishing D3-brane charge. Without a mechanism for absorb-
ing or canceling this induced charge, Gauss’s law would fix b to one definite
value. However, there is a natural configuration in which the induced charge
is canceled automatically: instead of a single D5-brane on a two-cycle ⌃2,
consider a D5-brane and an anti-D5-brane, each wrapping ⌃2, but at dif-
ferent locations in the compact space,58 as in the constructions of [756]. A
similar construction applies for an NS5-brane pair (see fig. 5.12), which, as
we will see, yields a more promising inflationary model.

Symmetry Breaking from Nonperturbative E↵ects

To analyze the impact of moduli stabilization on axion monodromy inflation,
it is necessary to specify a scenario for stabilization. Here, we will discuss
axion monodromy inflation on fivebranes in type IIB compactifications with
nonperturbatively-stabilized Kähler moduli.

Eta problem for the b axion.—To assess axion monodromy inflation with b
as the inflaton, we consider a KKLT compactification with h1,1+ = h1,1� = 1,
and correspondingly a single Kähler modulus T and a single complex ‘two-
form scalar’ G = c � ⌧b. The N = 1 supergravity data obtained from
dimensional reduction takes the form

W = W0 +Ae�2⇡T , (5.167)

K = �3 ln
⇣

T + T̄ + �b2
⌘

, (5.168)

where � = e��c+��, with c+�� the triple intersection number of the even
and odd cycles.

Stabilization of T via the nonperturbative superpotential (5.167) breaks
the shift symmetry for b, because of the way that b and T mix in the
Kähler potential (5.168). One way to understand this e↵ect is by considering
the distinction between ‘physical volumes’ and ‘holomorphic volumes’. The
proper Kähler coordinates on the moduli space are the complex scalar G
and the holomorphic four-cycle volume T given in (3.64), but the physical

volume of the compactification is V / (T + T̄ + �b2)3/2, which involves a
non-trivial mixture of T with the inflaton b. If T is unstabilized, then the
potential has a flat direction along which T and b shift, but T + T̄ + �b2 is
invariant. Along this direction, the physical volume of the compactification
is unchanged, but the holomorphic volume T is altered.

Kähler modulus stabilization through superpotential interactions involves
the introduction of a potential for the holomorphic coordinate T . On the

58 That is, the D5-brane and anti-D5-brane wrap distinct, well-separated representatives
of the same homology class.
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h1,1 � 2h2,1 ⌧ h1,1, but otherwise the problem plausibly reappears.54

More detailed understanding of ultraviolet-sensitive quantum correc-
tions would be needed to resolve this issue.

Phenomenology.—A number of authors have studied the signatures of the
phenomenological model (5.147), anticipating a microphysical realization:
see e.g. [483,741–750]. If a quadratic approximation is applicable, then the
tensor-to-scalar ratio is given by r ⇡ 0.13 (for 60 e-folds of inflation).

5.4.2 Axion Monodromy Inflation

Another idea to extend the e↵ective axion range uses the phenomenon of
monodromy.55 We speak of monodromy when a system reaches a new con-
figuration after being transported around a closed loop in the (naive) con-
figuration space. The classic example is a spiral staircase, where the naive
configuration space is a circle, but the system changes upon transport by 2⇡:
after each circuit we reach a higher level on the staircase. Something very
similar occurs in the scalar potential for axions in certain string compacti-
fications: the potential energy continues to increase as the axion traverses
multiple circuits of its fundamental domain. The basic idea of monodromy
inflation [751] is that inflation can persist through many cycles around the
configuration space. The e↵ective field range is then much larger than the
fundamental period, but the axion shift symmetry protects the structure of
the potential over each individual cycle [34, 751].

Monodromies are widespread in string compactifications, but construct-
ing an explicit model of axion monodromy inflation is delicate, as we now
explain.

Axion potentials.—We will begin with a simple example: a D5-brane in type
IIB string theory [34].56 The brane fills the four-dimensional spacetime and
wraps a two-cycle ⌃2 in the compact space. The axion b ⌘ 1

↵
0
R

⌃
2

B2 will
exhibit monodromy in the potential energy, i.e. the potential energy of the
wrapped brane is not a periodic function of the axion. To see this, consider
the DBI action (3.26) for the D5-brane,

SD5 =
1

(2⇡)5gs(↵
0)3

Z

M
4

⇥⌃
2

d6�
p

�det(Gab +Bab) . (5.158)

54 One cannot work at arbitrarily weak coupling and large volume, because in this limit
the individual decay constants fi are parametrically small compared to M

pl

: see §3.2.3.
55 This section is based on [34,751].
56 The first example of monodromy inflation constructed in string theory involves a D4-

brane in a nilmanifold compactification of type IIA string theory [751], and relies on a
scenario for moduli stabilization that is rather di↵erent from that presented in §3.3.3.
We will discuss the scenario of [751] in §5.6.1.
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Axions from p-forms.—Axions arise in string compactifications from the
integration of p-form gauge potentials over p-cycles of the compact space.
For example, in type IIB string theory, there are axions associated with
the NS-NS two-form B2, the R-R two-form C2, and the R-R four-form C4,
integrated over suitable 2-cycles ⌃I

2 and 4-cycles ⌃I
4:

bI =
1

↵0

Z

⌃
I
2

B2 , cI =
1

↵0

Z

⌃
I
2

C2 , #I =
1

(↵0)2

Z

⌃
I
4

C4 , (3.69)

where we have chosen the following normalizations for the forms in (3.54):
Z

⌃
I
2

!J = ↵0� J
I ,

Z

⌃
I
4

!̃J = (↵0)2� J
I . (3.70)

Finally, there are three universal contributions: the R-R axion C0, and two
axions, b and c, from dualizing B2(x) and C2(x), respectively. In sum, a
hypermultiplet arising in N = 2 Calabi-Yau compactifications of type IIB
string theory contains three axions: for the h1,1 ‘non-universal’ hypermul-
tiplets, the axions descend from B2, C2, and C4, while the axions in the
universal hypermultiplet are C0, bU , and cU .

11 We will collectively call
these axions a ⌘ {bI , cI ,#I , C0, bU , cU}. Orientifolding by an involution
(3.55) with O3/O7 fixed planes projects out some of the axions. Those that
remain are C0; b↵ and c↵, for ↵ = 1, . . . , h1,1� ; and #i, for i = 1, . . . , h1,1+ .

Axionic shift symmetries.—At the classical level, each axion inherits a con-
tinuous shift symmetry, a 7! a + const., from the corresponding p-form
gauge invariances of the ten-dimensional theory. Specifically, in a back-
ground with vanishing fluxes, the type IIB action (3.21) is independent of
C0, C2, C4, B2, and involves only the associated field strengths. The con-
tinuous shift symmetry holds to all orders in perturbation theory, but is
broken nonperturbatively, by instanton e↵ects. What remains is a discrete
symmetry, a 7! a+ (2⇡)2.

We now explain this important point in the concrete example of the b
axion, following the classic arguments by Dine, Seiberg, Wen, and Witten
[299–302] that established the shift symmetry to all orders in the gs and ↵0

expansions. The extension to axions from other p-forms is straightforward.
We start with (3.3), the worldsheet coupling of the two-form B2,

S� � � 1

4⇡↵0

Z

⌃
2

d2� ✏ab@aX
M@bX

NBMN (X) , (3.71)

or, equivalently,

S� � � 1

2⇡↵0

Z

⌃
2

B2 ⌘ � b

2⇡
, (3.72)

11 The structure of shift symmetries arising in the universal hypermultiplet has been stud-
ied in [296–298].
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✦ Done in string theory within the moduli stabilization 
program: adding ingredients like background fluxes 
generate superpotentials in the effective 4d theory

F-term Axion Monodromy Inflation

Obs: Axion Monodromy
Giving a mass to an 

axion~
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generate an inflation potentialIdea:



✦ Done in string theory within the moduli stabilization 
program: adding ingredients like background fluxes 
generate superpotentials in the effective 4d theory

F-term Axion Monodromy Inflation

Obs: Axion Monodromy
Giving a mass to an 

axion~

Use same techniques to 
generate an inflation potentialIdea:

• Simpler models, all sectors understood at weak coupling

• Spontaneous SUSY breaking, no need for brane-anti-brane

• Clear endpoint of inflation, allows to address reheating



Toy Example: Massive Wilson line
✤ Simple example of axion: (4+d)-dimensional gauge field 

integrated over a circle in a compact space Πd 


✦ φ massless if ∆η1 = 0 ⇒ S1 is a non-trivial circle in Πd     
exact periodicity and (pert.) shift symmetry


✦  φ massive if ∆η1 = -μ2 η1 ⇒ kS1 homologically trivial in Πd 
(non-trivial fibration)

� =

Z

S1

A1 or A1 = �(x) ⌘1(y)



Toy Example: Massive Wilson line
✤ Simple example of axion: (4+d)-dimensional gauge field 

integrated over a circle in a compact space Πd 


✦ φ massless if ∆η1 = 0 ⇒ S1 is a non-trivial circle in Πd     
exact periodicity and (pert.) shift symmetry


✦  φ massive if ∆η1 = -μ2 η1 ⇒ kS1 homologically trivial in Πd 
(non-trivial fibration)

� =

Z

S1

A1 or A1 = �(x) ⌘1(y)

F2 = dA1 = � d⌘1 ⇠ µ�!2 ⇒  shifts in φ increase energy

     via the induced flux F2

⇒ periodicity is broken and shift symmetry approximate



MWL and twisted tori
✤ Simple way to construct massive Wilson lines: consider 

compact extra dimensions Πd with circles fibered over a base, 
like the twisted tori that appear in flux compactifications 


✤ There are circles that are not contractible but do not 
correspond to any harmonic 1-form. Instead, they correspond 
to torsional elements in homology and cohomology groups


TorH1(⇧d,Z) = TorH2
(⇧d,Z) = Zk



MWL and twisted tori
✤ Simple way to construct massive Wilson lines: consider 

compact extra dimensions Πd with circles fibered over a base, 
like the twisted tori that appear in flux compactifications 


✤ There are circles that are not contractible but do not 
correspond to any harmonic 1-form. Instead, they correspond 
to torsional elements in homology and cohomology groups


✤ Simplest example: twisted 3-torus 

TorH1(⇧d,Z) = TorH2
(⇧d,Z) = Zk

H1(T̃3,Z) = Z⇥ Z⇥ Zk

two normal!
 1-cycles

one torsional !
1-cycle

d⌘1 = kdx

2 ^ dx

3
F = � k dx

2 ^ dx

3

µ =
kR1

R2R3

  under a shift φ → φ +1  
F2 increases by k units

T̃3



MWL and monodromy
V (�) ⇠ |F |2

Fk 2k 3k 4k 5k

How does monodromy and 
approximate shift symmetry help 

prevent wild UV corrections?
Question:



Torsion and gauge invariance
✤ Twisted tori torsional invariants are not just a fancy way of 

detecting non-harmonic forms, but are related to a hidden 
gauge invariance of these axion-monodromy models


✤ Let us again consider a 7d gauge theory on M1,3 x 

✦ Instead of A1 we consider its magnetic dual V4 

dV4 = dC3 ^ ⌘1 + (db2 � kC3) ^ �2V4 = C3 ^ ⌘1 + b2 ^ �2
d⌘1 = k �2

T̃3



Torsion and gauge invariance
✤ Twisted tori torsional invariants are not just a fancy way of 

detecting non-harmonic forms, but are related to a hidden 
gauge invariance of these axion-monodromy models


✤ Let us again consider a 7d gauge theory on M1,3 x 

✦ Instead of A1 we consider its magnetic dual V4 


✦ From dimensional reduction of the kinetic term:


• Gauge invariance 

• Generalization of the Stückelberg Lagrangian 

dV4 = dC3 ^ ⌘1 + (db2 � kC3) ^ �2V4 = C3 ^ ⌘1 + b2 ^ �2
d⌘1 = k �2

T̃3

Z
d

7
x |dV4|2

Z
d

4
x |dC3|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2

C3 ! C3 + d⇤2 b2 ! b2 + k⇤2

8PBQBdK & TMPDBJbBMDBM W96



Effective 4d theory
✤ The effective 4d Lagrangian


describes a massive axion, has been applied to                       
QCD axion ⇒ generalized to arbitrary V(φ)


✤ Reproduces the axion-four-form Lagrangian proposed by 
Kaloper and Sorbo as 4d model of axion-monodromy inflation 
with mild UV corrections 

✤ It is related to an F-term generated mass term  

4aHHKsh Bt aH.W95 
.QaHF  3acGFR  PF W05 

.QaHF  FKHGBMts  FMaJca ‘1&

4aHKLBM & SKMbK ‘08

0MKh  5KPFs  SKIIBMCBHd W12

F4 = dC3

d� = ⇤4db2

Z
d

4
x |F4|2 + |d�|2 + �F4

Z
d

4
x |dC3|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2



Effective 4d theory
✤ Effective 4d Lagrangian


✤ Gauge symmetry ⇒ UV corrections only depend on F4


F4 = dC3

d� = ⇤4db2

Z
d

4
x |dC3|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2

Le↵ [�] =
1

2
(@�)2 � 1

2
µ2�2 + ⇤4

1X

i=1

ci
�2i

⇤2i

X

n

cn
F 2n

⇤4n µ2�2
X

n

cn

✓
µ2�2

⇤4

◆n

⇒ suppressed corrections up to the scale where V(φ) ~ Λ4

⇒ effective scale for corrections Λ → Λeff  = Λ2/μ



Effective 4d theory
✤ Effective 4d Lagrangian


✤ Gauge symmetry ⇒ UV corrections only depend on F4


F4 = dC3

d� = ⇤4db2

Z
d

4
x |dC3|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2

⇤ ! ⇤e↵ = ⇤

✓
⇤

µ

◆



✤ The integer k in the Lagrangian


corresponds to a discrete symmetry of the theory broken 
spontaneously once a choice of four-form flux is made.     
This amounts to choose a branch of the scalar potential

Discrete symmetries and domain walls

Z
d

4
x |F4|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2

CFDPMB taGBJ CMKI 4aHKLBM & 5aRMBJcB ‘142⇡f�
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✤ The integer k in the Lagrangian


corresponds to a discrete symmetry of the theory broken 
spontaneously once a choice of four-form flux is made.     
This amounts to choose a branch of the scalar potential


✤ Branch jumps are made via nucleation of domain walls that 
couple to C3, and this puts a maximum to the inflaton range


✤ Domain walls analysed in string constructions:


• They correspond to discrete symmetries of the superpotential/
landscape of vacua, and appear whenever axions are stabilized


• k domain walls decay in a cosmic string implementing φ → φ+1

Discrete symmetries and domain walls

Z
d

4
x |F4|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2

,BMasaHPcB-0KJTaHBT  -aIaMa  6aMchBsaJK  UMaJDa W12



Massive Wilson lines in string theory
✤ Simple example of MWL in string theory: D6-brane on M1,3 x

✤ An inflaton vev induces a non-trivial flux F2 proportional to φ 

but now this flux enters the DBI action 

p

det (G+ 2⇡↵0F2) = dvolM1,3

�
|F2|2 + corrections

�

T̃3



Massive Wilson lines in string theory
✤ Simple example of MWL in string theory: D6-brane on M1,3 x

✤ An inflaton vev induces a non-trivial flux F2 proportional to φ 

but now this flux enters the DBI action 


✤ For small values of φ we recover chaotic inflation, but for 
large values the corrections are important and we have a 
potential of the form


Similar to the D4-brane model of Silverstein and Westphal 
except for the inflation endpoint

T̃3

p
det (G+ 2⇡↵0F2) = dvolM1,3

�
|F2|2 + corrections

�

V =
p

L4 + h�i2 � L2
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Massive Wilson lines and flattening
✤ The DBI modification


can be interpreted as corrections due to UV completion


✤ E.g., integrating out moduli such that H < mmod < MGUT         
will correct the potential, although not destabilise it 


✤ In the DBI case the potential is flattened: argued general effect 
due to couplings to heavy fields 


✤ Large vev flattening also observed in examples of confining 
gauge theories whose gravity dual is known [Witten’98]

h�i2 !
p
L4 + h�i2 � L2

.KJD  1KMJ  SFHQBMstBFJ  WBstLhaH ‘10

4aHKLBM  5aRMBJcB  SKMbK ‘11

.PbKQsGS  5aRMBJcB  9KbBMts W11



Other string examples
✤ We can integrate a bulk p-form potential Cp over a p-cycle to 

get an axion


✤ If the p-cycle is torsional we will get the same effective action


Fp+1 = dCp, Cp ! Cp + d⇤p�1 c =

Z

⇡p

Cp

Z
d

4
x |dC3|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2

Z
d

10
x|F9�p|2



Other string examples
✤ We can integrate a bulk p-form potential Cp over a p-cycle to 

get an axion


✤ If the p-cycle is torsional we will get the same effective action


✤ The topological groups that detect this possibility are


one should make sure that the corresponding axion mass is 
well below the compactification scale (e.g., using warping)

Fp+1 = dCp, Cp ! Cp + d⇤p�1 c =

Z

⇡p

Cp

Z
d

4
x |dC3|2 +

µ

2

k

2
|db2 � kC3|2

Z
d

10
x|F9�p|2

TorHp(X6,Z) = TorHp+1
(X6,Z) = TorH6�p

(X6,Z) = TorH5�p(X6,Z)

FMaJcK  0aHHKJF  9BtKHaTa  UMaJDa W14



Other string examples
✤ Axions also obtain a mass with background fluxes

✤ Simplest example: φ = C0 in the presence of NSNS flux H3 


✤ We also recover the axion-four-form potential


W =

Z

X6

(F3 � ⌧H3) ^ ⌦ ⌧ = C0 + i/gs

Z

M1,3⇥X6

C0H3 ^ F7 =

Z

M1,3

C0F4 F4 =

Z

PD[H3]
F7



Other string examples
✤ Axions also obtain a mass with background fluxes

✤ Simplest example: φ = C0 in the presence of NSNS flux H3 


✤ We also recover the axion-four-form potential


✤ M-theory version:

✤ A rich set of superpotentials obtained with type IIA fluxes


✤ Massive axions detected by torsion groups in K-theory

W =

Z

X6

(F3 � ⌧H3) ^ ⌦ ⌧ = C0 + i/gs

Z

M1,3⇥X6

C0H3 ^ F7 =

Z

M1,3

C0F4 F4 =

Z

PD[H3]
F7

Z

X6

eJc ^ (F0 + F2 + F4) Jc = J + iB

,BasHBS  WFttBJ W02

potentials higher than quadratic



Features of Axion Monodromy
✤ Axion monodromy inflation takes this form:


✤ Simplest example: linear potential  (including flattening)


✤ However, V can be more general:


✤ This leads to modulations in power-spectrum & bispectrum:


V (�) = V
non�periodic

(�) + ⇤

4

cos

✓
�

f

◆
(118)
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shift symmetries a ! a + constant that are valid to all orders in perturbation theory, but

are broken by nonperturbative e↵ects to discrete shifts a ! a + 1. As noted in [5], the

shift symmetries of axions descending from two-forms are also broken by suitable space-filling

fivebranes (D5-branes or NS5-branes) wrapping two-cycles in the compact space.

In axion monodromy inflation [5], an NS5-brane wrapped on a two-cycle ⌃ breaks the

shift symmetry of the Ramond-Ramond two-form potential C
2

, inducing a potential that is

asymptotically linear in the corresponding canonically normalized field �,

V = µ3� , (1.1)

with µ a constant mass scale. Inflation begins with a large expectation value for the inflaton,

� / R
⌃

C
2

� 1, and proceeds as this expectation value diminishes; note that the NS5-brane,

like any D-branes that may be present in the compactification, remains fixed in place during

inflation. As argued in [5], this gives rise to a natural model of inflation, with the residual

shift symmetry of the axion protecting the potential from problematic corrections that are

endemic in string inflation scenarios.

In this paper we perform a careful analysis of the consequences of nonperturbative ef-

fects for the axion monodromy scenario. Such e↵ects are generically present: specifically,

Euclidean D-branes make periodic contributions to the potential in most realizations of axion

monodromy inflation. However, the size of these contributions is model-dependent. It was

shown in [5] that there exist classes of examples in which nonperturbative e↵ects are practi-

cally negligible, but we expect – as explained in detail in §6.5 – that in generic configurations,

periodic terms in the potential make small, but not necessarily negligible, contributions to

the slow roll parameters.

Therefore, it is of interest to understand the consequences of small periodic modulations

of the inflaton potential in axion monodromy inflation. In this paper we address this question

in two ways: first, in §2-§4, by studying a phenomenological potential that captures the

essential e↵ects; and second, in §5 and §6, by investigating the ranges of the phenomenological

parameters that satisfy all known microphysical consistency requirements dictated by the

structure of string compactifications in which axion monodromy inflation can be realized.

2 Background Evolution

In this section we will study the background evolution of the inflaton in the presence of small

periodic modulations of the potential. We will focus on modulations in axion monodromy

inflation with a linear potential, but our derivations are easily modified to account for other

models with a modulated potential. We will denote the size of the modulation by ⇤4, and

write our potential as in [5],

V (�) = µ3� + ⇤4 cos

✓
�

f

◆
= µ3


� + bf cos

✓
�

f

◆�
, (2.1)

4

where �⇤ denotes the value of the field �
0

at the time at which the pivot scale k⇤ exits the

horizon. Assuming 60 e-foldings of inflation, this happens around �⇤ ' 11Mp. For decay

constants f obeying f & Mp/10, there is less than one oscillation in the range of modes that

are observable in the cosmic microwave background, leading to an uninteresting modulation

with very long wavelength. We will thus make the additional assumption that f ⌧ Mp.

Assuming that �
0

�Mp and f ⌧ 1, using the slow roll approximation for �
0

(t), and working

to first order in b, the solution thus becomes

�(t) = �
0

(t) + b�
1

(t) = �
0

(t) + bf
3f�⇤

1 + (3f�⇤)2


� sin

✓
�

0

(t)

f

◆
+ 3f�⇤ cos

✓
�

0

(t)

f

◆�
, (2.7)

with �
0

(t) given by

�
0

(t) =

"
�3/2

⇤ �
p

3

2
µ3/2(t� t⇤)

#
2/3

. (2.8)

In the absence of oscillations, i.e. for b = 0, axion monodromy provides a model of large

field inflation that is easily studied using the slow roll expansion. Assuming for concreteness

that the CMB scales left the horizon 60 e-foldings before the end of inflation, we are interested

in the perturbations around �⇤ ' 11Mp. After imposing the COBE normalization, one finds

that CMB perturbations are produced at a scale V 1/4 ' 7 · 10�3Mp ' 1.7 · 1016 GeV with

a spectral tilt ns ' 0.975 and a tensor-to-scalar ratio r ' 0.07. For reference, the Hubble

constant during inflation is then H ' 2.8 · 10�5Mp ' 6.8 · 1013 GeV.

One can then ask what happens once the oscillations are switched on, i.e. when b 6= 0.

It turns out that the e↵ect on the number of e-foldings is negligible as long as b⌧ 1. Hence

the inflationary scale is well-approximated by the slow roll analysis. On the other hand, the

detailed properties of the perturbations are very di↵erent from the slow roll case and cannot

be calculated in that expansion. We turn to this issue in the next section.

3 Spectrum of Scalar Perturbations

Having understood the background evolution, we are now in a position to calculate the power

spectrum in axion monodromy inflation. One might be tempted to do this by brute-force

numerical calculation, but we find it more instructive to have an analytic result. We will

show that under the same assumptions made in calculating the background evolution, i.e.

slow roll for �
0

(t), �
0

�Mp, f ⌧Mp, and to first order in b, the scalar power spectrum is of

the form

�2

R(k) = �2

R(k⇤)

✓
k

k⇤

◆ns�1


1 + �ns cos

✓
�k

f

◆�
⇡ �2

R

✓
k

k⇤

◆ns�1+

�ns
ln(k/k⇤) cos

“
�k
f

”

, (3.1)

where the quantity �2

R(k⇤) parameterizes the strength of the scalar perturbations and will be

introduced in detail in the next subsection. The second equality is valid as long as �ns ⌧ 1,

6

where HI is the interacting part of the Hamiltonian. HI was calculated for a generic potential

(see e.g. [25, 7]) at cubic order in the perturbations; it takes the form

HI = �
Z

d3x
h
a✏2RR02 + a✏2R(@R)2 � 2✏R0(@R)(@�)

+
a

2
✏⌘0R2R0 +

✏

2a
(@R)(@�)(@2�) +

✏

4a
(@2R)(@�)2

i
, (3.67)

where @ denote space derivatives,

� ⌘ a2✏@�2Ṙ , (3.68)

and we used the Hubble slow-roll parameter ⌘ ⌘ ✏̇/(✏H) = 2(✏ + �) because formulas in this

subsection are simpler in terms of ⌘ than in terms of �.

We would like to stress that (3.67) is exact for arbitrary values of the slow roll parameters

✏ and ⌘. Substituting HI into (3.66) produces six terms, plus an additional term coming from

a field redefinition. For the modulated linear potential (2.1), ✏ is small, as in standard slow

roll inflation. On the other hand, contrary to the standard slow-roll approximation, ⌘̇ can

be much larger than ✏2. This suggests that the leading term comes from the ✏⌘̇ term in the

Hamiltonian.7 Hence we have [11, 7]

hR(t,k
1

)R(t,k
2

)R(t,k
3

)i ' i

 
Y

i

ui(⌧end)

!
⇥

Z ⌧end

�1
d⌧✏⌘0a2

✓
u⇤

1

(⌧)u⇤
2

(⌧)
d

d⌧
u⇤

3

(⌧) + sym

◆
�3(K)(2⇡)3 + c.c. . (3.70)

As in [7], we parameterize the non-Gaussianity as

hR(⌧,k
1

)R(⌧,k
2

)R(⌧,k
3

)i ⌘ G(k
1

, k
2

, k
3

)

(k
1

k
2

k
3

)3

�3(K) �4

R(2⇡)7 , (3.71)

where K = k
1

+ k
2

+ k
3

. We take as an ansatz for the shape of the non-Gaussianity for our

modulated linear potential

G(k
1

, k
2

, k
3

)

k
1

k
2

k
3

= fres sin

✓
2

�f
ln K + phase

◆
(3.72)

Following [7] and comparing (3.70), (3.71) and (3.72), we obtain the estimate

fres ' 3 ⌘̇
1

8H
p

�f
, (3.73)

7In (3.9) of [25] this term was written as

�̇2

⇢̇2
e3⇢ṘR2 d

dt

 
�̈

2�̇⇢̇
+

�̇2

4⇢̇2

!
, (3.69)

which can be reduced to the term in (3.67) using H 0 = ��̇2/2.
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V (�) = V
non�periodic

(�) + ⇤

4

cos

✓
�

f

◆
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V
non�periodic

(�) = µ4�p�p
or even V

non�periodic

(�) =
X

n

cn�
n

(119)
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✤ Axion monodromy is an elegant idea that combines chaotic 
and natural inflation, aiming to prevent disastrous UV 
corrections to the inflaton potential.


✤ We have discussed its concrete implementation in a new 
framework, dubbed F-term axion monodromy inflation 
compatible with spontaneous supersymmetry breaking.


✤ In a simple set of models the inflaton is a massive Wilson line, 
but there are many more flux monodromy models.


✤ Key to taming UV corrections is the axion-four-form coupling.

✤ Discrete symmetries classified by K-theory torsion groups.

✤ α’ corrections important for inflation (“flattening”) and moduli 

stabilization. 

Short Summary



✤ A broad class of large field inflationary scenarios that can be 
implemented in any limit of string theory w/ rich pheno:


✤ Moduli stabilization needs to be addressed in detailed models. 
(see e.g., [Blumenhagen, Herschmann, Plauschinn],…).

Short Summary

Planck Collaboration: Constraints on inflation 55

Fig. 54. Marginalized joint 68 % and 95 % CL regions for ns and r0.002 from Planck alone and in combination with its cross-
correlation with BICEP2/Keck Array and/or BAO data compared with the theoretical predictions of selected inflationary models.

further improving on the upper limits obtained from the different
data combinations presented in Sect. 5.

By directly constraining the tensor mode, the BKP likeli-
hood removes degeneracies between the tensor-to-scalar ratio
and other parameters. Adding tensors and running, we obtain

r0.002 < 0.10 (95 % CL, Planck TT+lowP+BKP) , (168)

which constitutes almost a 50 % improvement over the Planck
TT+lowP constraint quoted in Eq. (28). These limits on tensor
modes are more robust than the limits using the shape of the
CTT
` spectrum alone owing to the fact that scalar perturbations

cannot generate B modes irrespective of the shape of the scalar
spectrum.

13.1. Implications of BKP on selected inflationary models

Using the BKP likelihood further strengthens the constraints
on the inflationary parameters and models discussed in Sect. 6,
as seen in Fig. 54. If we set ✏3 = 0, the first slow-roll pa-
rameter is constrained to ✏1 < 0.0055 at 95 % CL by Planck
TT+lowP+BKP. With the same data combination, concave po-
tentials are preferred over convex potentials with log B = 3.8,
which improves on log B = 2 obtained from the Planck data
alone.

Combining with the BKP likelihood strengthens the con-
straints on the selected inflationary models studied in Sect. 6.
Using the same methodology as in Sect. 6 and adding the BKP
likelihood gives a Bayes factor preferring R2 over chaotic in-
flation with monomial quadratic potential and natural inflation
by odds of 403:1 and 270:1, respectively, under the assumption
of a dust equation of state during the entropy generation stage.
The combination with the BKP likelihood further penalizes the
double-well model compared to R2 inflation. However, adding

Table 17. Results of inflationary model comparison using the
cross-correlation between BICEP2/Keck Array and Planck. This
table is the analogue to Table 6, which did not use the BKP like-
lihood.

Inflationary Model ln B0X

wint = 0 wint , 0

R + R2/6M2 . . . +0.3
n = 2 �6.0 �5.6
Natural �5.6 �5.0
Hilltop (p = 2) �0.7 �0.4
Hilltop (p = 4) �0.6 �0.9
Double well �4.3 �4.2
Brane inflation (p = 2) +0.2 0.0
Brane inflation (p = 4) +0.1 �0.1
Exponential inflation �0.1 0.0
SB SUSY �1.8 �1.5
Supersymmetric ↵-model �1.1 +0.1
Superconformal (m = 1) �1.9 �1.4

BKP reduces the Bayes factor of the hilltop models compared
to R2, because these models can predict a value of the tensor-to-
scalar ratio that better fits the statistically insignificant peak at
r ⇡ 0.05. See Table 17 for the Bayes factors of other inflationary
models with the same two cases of post-inflationary evolution
studied in Sect. 6.

13.2. Implications of BKP on scalar power spectrum

The presence of tensors would, at least to some degree, require
an enhanced suppression of the scalar power spectrum on large
scales to account for the low-` deficit in the CTT

` spectrum. We
therefore repeat the analysis of an exponential cut-off studied



��������=Thank you!
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